Torry Locality Partnership
24th April 2019
Meeting Room: Tullos Learning Centre
MEETING NOTE
Community Partners
Communities Team
Derek Bain (Police Scotland)
Jo Mackie (Locality Inclusion Manager)
Rod Smith (Police Scotland)
Colin Wright (Development Manager)
Mike Wallace (Sport Aberdeen)
Jade Leyden (Development Officer, minutes) Emma King (Head of NHS South Locality)
Susan Morrison (ACVO TSI,)
Laura Horn/ Coralie Usmani (Big Noise, Team Leader)
Councillor Christian Allard
Community Reps
Bryan Nelson (Scottish Fire & Rescue Service)
Margaret Wright (Community Rep)
Shamini Omnes (NHS)
Patrick Robertson (Community Rep)
Graham Dale (Sport Aberdeen)
Normund Varganovs (Community Rep)
Christopher Kerr (Police Scotland, Inspector)
Fay Morrison (Community Rep)
Councillor Yvonne Allan
Linda Algie (Community Rep)
Neil Hendry (Lochside Academy, Head Teacher)
Rosilda Panoni (Community Rep)
Tracey Buchan (AHSCP)
Beth Robertson (Community Rep)
Simon Rayner (ADP)
Blessing Udofia (Community Rep)
Ed McGann
Bill Watson
Ross McKay (Grec)
Apologies
Coralie Usmani (Big Noise, Team Leader)
Linda Algie (Community Rep)
Graham Dale (Sport Aberdeen)
Shamini Omnes (NHS)
Councillor Yvonne Allan

ACTION POINTS
1. Welcome/introductions/previous minutes
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ACTION
LEAD

Councillor Allan wanted to remind the group that she cannot often
make these meetings as they fall at the same time as her surgeries. The
minute from the last meeting will be amended to reflect this.

Jade

Other matters arising will be covered in the meeting.
2. LOIP Update & Priority Projects
Jo explained that the LOIP has been updated and refreshed and
reminded the group that the Locality Plans sit under the LOIP as area
specific plans as determined under the Community Empowerment ACT
Scotland 2015.
The refresh has highlighted several priority improvements (125 projects
to be delivered in the next 3 years) projects, which were circulated to
the Partnership in advance of the meeting. Today we would like to look
at the ones we would like to see being delivered and tested in Torry.
The other two Localities will do a similar exercise and then projects will
be proposed to the Community Planning Aberdeen.
Jo went through a first pass of the projects, mapped into the PNA and
the Partnerships Refreshed priorities (as circulated). The Partnership
wanted additional time to look at the options and a circular will be sent
to the Group to respond by the 6th May 2019.

Ross (GREC) is going to look to get the figures for the uptake of the
Healthy Start Vouchers – Jade to send PB Postcodes.

Jade

Ross

3. Torry Community Hub
Complete mid to late 2020/21.
Miscommunication of Tilly hub visit – visit to be rescheduled and
communicated to the group ahead of special hub meeting.
Bill Watson went over the Bubble Plans:
Hub area 2 story area with open plan café/library with big open space
for dining & gym. For big events ‘super space’- they will ensure there is
enough toileting facilities.
Sometimes this space will need to be segmented as it will sometimes be
used by the school. High roof approx. 6 meters.
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Colin
Wright

Potential café kitchen and training kitchen could be linked. Potential for
external use too – allotments/confidence to cook etc.
The partitions would be robust and moveable. They provide very good
sound insulation.
14 classrooms plus 2 general purpose rooms. 430 school-roll on
average.
This design better details some ideas that was broached at the last
meeting.
Parking/loading bay space has not been forgotten but the design is still
at the early stages. Normund also made the point about need for safe
space for Buses/Coaches too. The group feel strongly that parking
needs to be looked at as a priority both within the site and around the
periphery. Need to be aware of striking the correct balance.
Jo is there an option to extend minimum car park spaces. Bill has
advised that he would do his best to ensure maximum parking
provision. There will be electric charging point(s).
‘Safer Routes’ initiative being considered too. Grant funding potentially
available.
Jo felt that 4 small rooms was too many- perhaps this could be reduced
to two. Would like one Office for the entire complex so that teams can
more effectively work in partnership. Bill and Ed have taken these
comments on board and it should be noted that this is not the final plan
– this still needs to go to community consultation.
Chris, suggested to meet with folk from Middlefield Hub to see what
they liked/ would do differently
Colin to organise date with other hub(s) before the meeting on the 15th. Colin
4. Cruyff Court
The Cruyff Court aims to be open to the public by November this year
(all being well). The court will be located on the Tullos Pitches directly
on top of and replacing the current artificial pitch.
The court is 1 third larger than the court located on Catherine Street
and will also feature a hard surface play area and a path going from the
Tullos Community Centre/Swimming pool to the court. The path will
start with a disabled ramp to allow access for all.
The floodlights will be operating by using a push button that will need
to be re-pressed at 30-minute intervals. The idea is that it will be
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isolated to save it being on during daylight hours.
The funding for this is in place, apart from the additional bits we might
wish to add to the hard surface area and the pathway. We are currently
visiting schools and community groups to get some feedback on what
they would like to see featured, this needs to be complete at back to
the architect by the week beginning 5th May. All ideas welcome and we
are happy to attend any groups! There is also a survey for those unable
to come to the groups, you can find the link on the Torry page of the
Community Planning website.
Jade will send the link to the survey to the group.

Jade

Blessing suggested using group call, Jade is going to send the link to the
schools to do this.
5. Improvement Project Tracker

Jade

Torry Tasters and FSM Uptake
1st 6 taster classes complete at Tullos Primary with reasonable uptake
and positive freed back from families who took part.
2nd 6 workshops beginning on Thursday at ‘Cook in the Neuk’ waiting
list of families and better initial contact.
Each Structured session includes school menu recipe and discussion
topic.
Final 6 (of 18) sessions- target may be mix of primary or Lochside
pupils?
Project team meeting today – discussed draft design for School cookery
booklet which is looking great. These will also have some recipes
contributed thought schools. Online and printed copies hopefully for
every family in both Primaries.
Next stage to look at gathering more robust feedback/survey on FSM
from pupils and parents. Look at how meals can be influenced to
encourage uptake.
Consider pilot in other primaries where cook undertakes funded
‘MasterChef type activity with pupils. Also look at schools where uptake
is highest? And possible focus on increased uptake at Lochside.
Suggestion from Jo – identify families that we could provide ingredients
as well as the cookbook
Margaret – any chance of evening sessions? Possibly for final 6 sessions.
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Wider Community Participation
Torry in Bloom
Teresa to give an update at the next meeting. There is a meeting
arranged to look at this next week.
Branding
The song has been recorded by Big Noise children and recorded by
SHMU. We have done a little recording of groups, but this still needs to
be complete and pulled together.
F&F
30 children a day for F&F and 30 children a day for big noise. A positive
of the easter programme was that there was more support from family
learning and social work provision. On a more negative note, many of
the families identified as being the most vulnerable families were the
ones that did not attend the sessions. Need to do more research to find
out why this is and what support we can put in place. There was also
breakfast sessions to the Easter programme because some of the
children at pervious holidays struggled with the physical activities
without breakfast
Victoriart
Permission to paint the communal bins. It will cost £300 per bin and
they will start as soon as they get the funding.
Wanted to check with the tenants across from the marine lab, there
were no problems.
Golf Course checking with their members.
Still awaiting planning permission. As a reminder the other murals will
be at the carpet shop and on a wall on girdleness road.
6. New Improvement Charter Updates
a) Youth ASB
There is another TYAG meeting scheduled for next week and a fuller
update will be at the next meeting. Year on year ASB comparison shows
a decrease in 2019. Highlighted great success of unit both in relation to
resident’s happiness and the level of ASB. Since the units closure there
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has been increases in ASB issues in the area. TYAG will look at options
to address the increase in ASB issues.
Chris said it would be great to get CCTV in the area. Derek to find out
how this can happen.
b )ADP Projects
Need to get clarity on what ADP are doing as we do not want to
develop projects that are already happening/overlap bits of work.
Challenge that we have is that there is funding available but a lack of
resource to use it. Needs to be a bit more cohesiveness. ADP have just
employed a new Development Officer, Jo is hoping to meet with her to
discuss what her plans are going forward.
d) External Funding
First session ran at end of March. 2 organisations came along and are
now looking at putting together funding bids. Next session 10-12noon
on 14th May at Tullos Learning Centre. Oral Health bid to address the
significantly high rate of tooth decay of any other area in the city both
Torry east and west are bottom. Twice the rate than other areas in the
city. Waiting for the bid to come through.
7. UDECIDE 2018/19
Some outstanding PB payments are due to be allocated.
Reminder that there is still £7,000 to spend on PB in Torry so we need
to consider how to disseminate this. The steering group are happy to sit
on the group again, and will put the opportunity out to the wider
community for participation too.
8. Torry Outdoor Sports Centre
After last meeting, Sport Aberdeen have said they are going to do a
safety check to make sure the building is safe for use. This Friday there
will be a meeting with someone from ACVO to look at the business
plan. Sport Aberdeen will be liable for emergency repairs to make the
building safe use.
Tennis courts could be opened when the building is closed.
9.

Report Back from Torry Partnerships

a) TYAG
Due to the holidays there has not been a meeting however there is one
scheduled for next week.
b) Partnership Forum
Met to discuss some of the key projects in the LOIP and locality
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Derek

partnership – things around cost of school day and attainment were
discussed. Waiting to hear back from Partnership Forum. Partnership
agreed to move, on rotation, our LP meetings to during the day Start
day time alternate starting from 5th of June meeting. Time will be from
12.15-2.15pm

Jade to
arrange
let for
room and
send
update.

c) LLG- new locality structure – Emma not here to provide update
d) Community Council
Mr Henry came to last meeting to answer set of questions around the
parents concerns. There is a report going to Operations Committee next
month.
Website. TCC speaking to SHMU, one of the things they can do is to
have a connect Torry Website with links between all services. The
website would cost £1,700 for whole year. Looking for 5/6 people to
come to a meeting to look into this further. There would be local
information accessible and there would also be an opportunity for local
businesses to advertise.
10. Foundation Centre Update
Project Proposal and costings for Developer Contributions are now with
the Communities Team to be finalised and sent on for consideration.
Having received the tender breakdown, the Kings group are trying to
determine how we afford the shortfall through grant applications or by
staggering the works. So non -essential areas may be done later.
Last Steering group - update on meetings with Local Health
representatives to look at inclusion in the programme. Also, promotion
of the building development and keeping the community updated –
social media and leaflet drop as part of Kings church annual summer
event in Logie Park – reaches all households in Torry.
The groups next Steering group meeting is on the 13th of May. If anyone
is interested to go along, they can contact
asteehouder@aberdeencity.gov.uk
A representative from the Kings Foundation will be invited to the next
Locality Partnership meeting.

11. AOCB/DONM
Remember
15th May – Special meeting to look at the hub
5th June – general meeting – CHANGE OF TIME 12.15-2.15PM
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Teresa –
support
with
funding
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